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ADDRESS-IN-REPLY
Motion
Resumed from 29 April on the following motion moved by Ms L. Dalton —
That the following Address-in-Reply to His Excellency’s speech be agreed to —
To His Excellency the Honourable Kim Beazley, AC, Governor of the State of
Western Australia.
May it please Your Excellency —
We, the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of the State of Western Australia
in Parliament assembled, beg to express loyalty to our Most Gracious Sovereign,
and to thank Your Excellency for the speech you have been pleased to address
to Parliament.
MR G. BAKER (South Perth) [4.06 pm]: I rise for the first time in this Assembly as the first
Labor member for South Perth. I want to first acknowledge the Whadjuk people of the Noongar
nation, who are the traditional owners of this land on which the Parliament was founded and on
which we meet today. I recognise and respect the cultural beliefs and relationship with the land
that remains important to the Noongar people today, and I pay my respects to elders past and
present. We recently achieved a significant milestone as the state of Western Australia finalised
the south west native title settlement, which has been described as Australia’s first treaty. This
settlement stems from the very overdue acknowledgement in this place that the Noongar people
are one of the oldest surviving living cultures on Earth. Despite the violence they have
experienced, their connection to this land remains strong and unbroken.
I also congratulate Madam Speaker on her appointment as the first woman in this role. The work
of righting the wrongs of the past is ongoing, but I am proud to be a member of a new government
that has achieved one more important milestone on the journey towards gender equality.
In this recent election, the voters spoke as clearly as they have ever spoken. They voted for
good government. They voted for a government that is keeping them safe from the pandemic,
keeping the economy strong and protecting jobs. It could not be plainer. I have campaigned for
Labor for 30 years and I have never before experienced such willingness to engage in political
conservation or heard such gratitude towards the government. I heard voters say this day in and
day out, again and again in Karawara, Manning, Waterford, Kensington, Como, Salter Point
and South Perth. Ours is a seat that has never voted Labor in the previous 71 years, but in a time
of crisis, when the McGowan government stepped up to protect Western Australians, the voters
of South Perth gave their verdict loud and clear. Until now, there have been only four members
for South Perth: George Yates, Bill Grayden, Phil Pendal and John McGrath. I never met
George Yates, but I have had the pleasure of meeting Bill, Phil and John. Despite holding one of
the safer conservative seats, they never took South Perth for granted. All three were a touch liberal
in their conservatism. They all had an independent streak and served their constituents loyally.
South Perth itself is a bit of a maverick amongst conservative-leaning seats. Bill Grayden won
the seat twice as an Independent, as did Phil Pendal. John McGrath, my immediate predecessor,
has left big shoes to fill. He is well regarded by people of all political persuasions, and he has
made me feel welcome in this small club. I will work hard to represent South Perth voters for at
least as effectively and as long as my predecessors did.
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My grandparents Dudley and Nell Baker knew the first member for South Perth, George Yates.
They were dentists with a practice on Angelo Street at the corner of Waverley Street, opposite
Wesley College. Nell was the first woman admitted to practice as a dentist in WA. She was
a member of the Karrakatta Club, the bastion of blue stockings and suffragettes, albeit with
a conservative tint. We often forget that Western Australia was among the first places to grant
women the right to vote. The Karrakatta Club, with members such as Edith Cowan, inspired
suffragettes in Britain and around the world.
The WA Parliament has a long and proud history in this area, with the first woman elected to
an Australian Parliament and the first woman Premier. I am proud that my grandmother was
a trailblazer in this journey. When I was growing up, I did not know anything about this. I grew
up on Morrison Street in Como, and later on Ridge Street in South Perth. My first kindergarten
was Koonawarra Kindergarten, now McDougall Park Community Kindergarten. My first school
was Koonawarra Primary School, now Curtin Primary School. This was in the early 1970s,
when I witnessed the construction of Karawara next to the school. I loved the design of that
neighbourhood. I think much can be done today to make Karawara a better place. Later, I moved
to Collier Primary School and into that wonderful community. I still have many friends from those
years. This was when I had my first experience of doorknocking in South Perth, helping my mum
volunteer for a Red Cross appeal. We knocked the best part of Ryrie and Todd Avenues that day.
My dad, Rob, also grew up in South Perth, and my mum, Jill, in the goldfields. They met while
they were studying physiotherapy. Dad was obsessed with boating at the time. Later, he built
his own speedboat from plywood. This led to an accidental side gig in selling marine jet
engines, supplying to Transperth ferries and even Austal in its early days. Even in his work as
a physiotherapist, Dad was a quiet innovator. He was a pioneer of ultrasound treatment in WA
and treated a wide range of patients, including the ballerina Margot Fonteyn, Flea from the
Red Hot Chili Peppers and several of Perth’s notable racehorses. Mum put all her energies into
me and my brothers and sister, supporting us in school and our many sports. Her assistance
gradually grew from after-school transport to enthusiastic sideline supporter to club volunteer.
She eventually became president of the Perth Redbacks Basketball Association. She could not
dribble and she could not shoot, but she ran the club!
Mum and Dad brought all these diverse trends together in their lives and in their physiotherapy
practice. The practice looked like an ordinary medical establishment, but it also ran the basketball
club, with photos of basketballers such as Luc Longley and Andrew Vlahov on the walls. If
someone went through the wrong door, they ended up in the mechanic’s workshop surrounded
by engine blocks and boat parts. I grew up thinking that this sort of approach to career planning
was perfectly normal.
Like my parents, my career has been wide and varied. I studied psychology at Curtin University
and Murdoch University, and then taught research methods, statistics and much more to
psychology and business students. I have worked in government and business and in the union
movement, and I have made a modest living as a music composer and a producer. Like my
parents, at times it was hard to tell what my main job was and what was a side gig.
I first ran across Labor values at Wesley College. My media studies teacher, Bill Lyon, showed
me an alternative view of the world to the conservative circles I had been living in and made
me think deeply about my own beliefs. He encouraged me to look out for the underdog, for the
powerless and for the quiet voices, even if his own voice was loud, cynical and witty. Later, in
1993, he ran as a Labor candidate for Jandakot and Melville. I was very sad when he passed
two years ago.
Since then, I have run across many great individuals who have lived Labor values, including
former members of this house. Andrew Waddell, a former member for Forrestfield, recruited
me to the Labor Party and convinced me that to be the party of reform, you had to be the party of
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government. The late Jaye Radisich, a former member for Swan Hills, showed me that anything
is possible. Many times while campaigning in South Perth, I thought of the surprise victory that
she had in Swan Hills in 2001. Kay Hallahan, a former deputy leader of the Labor Party and
member for Armadale, was an inspiration to me even before I met her. Janine Freeman, the
former member for Mirrabooka, whose moral compass and generosity of spirit has always been
obvious to everyone, guided me.
My path through the Labor Party has included service from Forrestfield to Mirrabooka to
Rockingham, which was a valuable opportunity to learn about the lives of constituents from
many different walks of life. During this government’s first term, I worked as a policy officer
for the former Minister for Police; Road Safety, now Madam Speaker. The one boring task that
I am proud of is the Road Traffic Amendment (Blood Alcohol Content) Act 2019, which some
members might remember. It is known to the WA Police Force as “what you blow is what you
go”. I was given this task by the minister and nudged it through the legislative process, from
agency brief, to drafting, cabinet, parliamentary briefings, which I think I saw some of the
members at, the Legislative Assembly—the member for Burns Beach gave a memorable speech
there—the Legislative Council and on to the Governor for signature. It was not a major reform
but it achieved something good. Recently, I was out with the present Minister for Police at a booze
bus on Hayman Road. I asked officers on the line how things were going. Without prompting,
they responded enthusiastically about this very piece of legislation. It had made their lives easier
and made the process simpler and more transparent for drivers. Officers had been wanting this
change for 30 years. It was personally rewarding to hear that the circle had been completed.
The arrival of the worldwide pandemic has made politics feel a great deal more personal. I do
not think I am alone in feeling that way. As the pandemic took hold, we saw a wide variety of
responses from around the world. On the one hand, the McGowan government listened to
medical advice and adopted a cautious approach designed to stop the virus at the border. On the
other hand, we had people from other places, including politicians and business leaders, show
disregard for safety, demanding we open the borders and let the virus tear through our community.
We saw High Court challenges in Australia and conspiracy theorists around the world. These
dangerous thoughts had consequences.
My wife is from America. We saw what her family went through day to day. I saw what some
of my own family members were going through in the UK. When I compared their disrupted
and isolated lives in the USA and the UK with our safe place, it was a stark and horrible contrast.
We all know that. Coming from a family steeped in health sciences and given my background
in research methodologies, the choices for government seemed to be very clear, yet too many
public figures failed to grasp the problem and the solution. That is when I knew that my
background as a native in South Perth, my education and my training would bring something
unique to this Parliament, so I offered myself to the voters of South Perth and they said yes,
with an 18 per cent swing to Labor, a 50 per cent primary vote and a 60 per cent two-party
preferred vote.
But this election was not just about the pandemic; it was also about the community we live in and
what people want when this pandemic has passed. South Perth is known for some pre-eminent
private schools. However, the local public schools have been a tad neglected by successive
conservative governments. Curtin Primary School, my first school, has largely the same buildings
as when I was there as a kid. Como Secondary College has had only one major new building in
50 years. With a great deal of pleasure, I was able to announce commitments for a re-elected
McGowan government for schools across South Perth: for Collier Primary School to extend its
nature playground; for Curtin Primary School to convert one of its old bitumen quadrangles into
a class breakout space and shaded play area; for Kensington Primary School to renovate its
basketball courts; and for Collier Secondary College to address traffic problems, get a new STEM
transportable classroom and be given $1 million for a cafeteria upgrade.
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WA Labor has a great record in public education. We believe that every child, no matter what their
background, should get access to quality education from kindergarten to high school and beyond.
We have shown this by providing many wonderful building commitments to high schools across
Perth, slashing TAFE fees for students and supporting teaching assistants in our classrooms. Our
current Minister for Education and Training has led a huge change across Western Australia. We
will all benefit from this work for decades to come. But there is still more to do.
On the campaign trail, I had many conversations with so many passionate parents about the high
standards they expect from their local government high school. As WA Labor policy says, access
to high quality education is the keystone to a just and cohesive society. Improving outcomes for
Como Secondary College will be one of my top priorities for this term. That is a commitment that
I made to the parents I spoke to, and I know they will hold me to that. I look forward to working
with the Minister for Education and Training so that Como Secondary College is best supported
to ensure that its students can achieve their full potential, and that it is seen as a standout school
that is known for its achievements and a valued asset of the local community.
The residents of South Perth have a keen idea of what the community should look like. It is no
accident that South Perth is known as a leafy green seat. When I was younger, I took that beauty
for granted. Now I see it as the combined effort of the residents and the City of South Perth over
many decades. Many green thumbs have made the trees and gardens of the suburbs a delight for
everyone to enjoy. However, South Perth is in the middle of a growing city and it is feeling the
pressure of development. It is irresponsible to keep expanding Perth city endlessly to new suburbs
on the fringes. This is economically costly and environmentally damaging. It is also socially
dislocating. Parents want their children to be able to grow up and live nearby, to become
grandparents who live near their grandchildren. We must ensure that the choice to live close to
the city is not closed off to anyone who is not already on the property ladder. We should and could,
and probably can and should, accommodate growth while keeping the essence of South Perth.
I have had many conversations with locals about the current planning framework and the planning
scheme and its outcomes. I believe that we can find the best outcomes for our community as
long as we engage fully and openly with the community. Not everyone will agree with everything
and there will be times for understanding and times for compromise. But it is critical that we
continue to engage and be respectful to others.
I would like to briefly outline my vision for development in South Perth. We can keep high-density
living to appropriately designated areas while maintaining the suburban feel for the rest of
the suburbs.
We can keep streets in high-rise areas from feeling overwhelming though the use of low
podiums of one or two storeys at street level, with higher building elements set back from the
street, and maintaining view corridors where possible between neighbouring buildings. We can
then activate high streets through retail and community facilities at ground level, and keep local
neighbourhoods walkable, with gardens and active spaces at ground level, and set space for tree
canopy and public open space.
I would like to see innovative transport options explored, whether better roads, a South Perth
train station, new ferry routes, better bus routes, or even light rail. Technology, imagination and
good planning should guide us here.
Finally, we should expect a tangible contribution to the community and to community facilities
by high-rise developments beyond the block being developed.
Some of these issues are being addressed with amendment 61, currently being advanced by the
Western Australian Planning Commission and the City of South Perth, but, as always, the devil
will be in the detail. I will remain very engaged with planning matters where appropriate to
make sure that developments are designed to make South Perth a better place to live.
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Above all, I want a new discussion around the planning framework in general. The current
planning framework is complicated and confusing, and ordinary people often feel like they have
little chance of understanding it,
Finally, I have some very important thankyous. To the Premier, the Minister for Health, the
former Minister for Police, and the WA government, thank you.
[Member’s time extended.]
Mr G. BAKER: When we won the 2017 election, our focus was on budget repair. In a few
short years, careful government spending brought the budget back into surplus, and long-term
debt trending down. WA’s economic fundamentals were heading back in the right direction.
Then the pandemic happened and the world-leading response of the WA government kept us safe.
Without this world-leading response, this historic election result would not have been possible.
I have been lucky enough to work for the Premier in the lead-up to the 2017 election, and also
for you, Madam Speaker, when you served as Minister for Police. I thank both of you for the
example you set by your hard work, diligence and service, and for taking a chance on me and
my occasional outlandish ideas—like “I want to run for South Perth”.
Two personal highlights—please indulge me—of the campaign involve the Premier and the
Speaker. Especially memorable was arriving at the Perth Zoo for a policy announcement, but then
finding myself in the giraffe enclosure with the Premier and the now member for Victoria Park,
face to face with those gigantic and beautiful animals. It just seemed to be completely unrelated
to the campaign, and then the Premier announced some initiatives for the Zoo just to finish it off.
The other highlight was standing by the side of the road in Karawara, in the rain, with the then
the Minister for Police, meeting local residents to talk about community safety. As everyone in
this house knows, community safety raises strong emotions, and this meeting was no different.
But she acknowledged every angry point and every grievance with grace and understanding.
She made a big impression upon that gathering, and from that a great discussion about community
safety in Karawara has developed.
I also want to thank everyone in the health system, in the WA Police Force, our doctors, nurses
and other workers, both frontline and behind the scenes, who kept us safe during last year and
are still keeping us safe now.
Now I have some final thankyous. I want to thank Hon Kate Doust for her mentorship and her
guiding hand. I appreciate all her efforts, and without her this project would never have started.
To Dr Amanda Rainey and Dragana Flynn, thank you for saying yes when I asked. Your efforts
turned a whiff of a chance into a huge win. We had a campaign built on expertise, efficiency
and trust. It was a campaign unlike any I had been involved with before, and I was extremely
lucky to have you on my campaign. If anyone has a campaign for a good cause, run on a tiny
budget, with an outside chance of success, they are your people.
My campaign seemed to be full of doctors. Thank you to Dr Ramanathan, Dr Selvandra,
Dr Strahan, Dr Baker—who is in the gallery there—and Dr McKenna. I was overwhelmed with
your support. You injected a great deal of enthusiasm and resources in to the campaign. And
I believe it reflects the appreciation that the wider medical community has for this government.
To all my supporters and those of you who volunteered on the campaign, who stood on polling
booths, dropped leaflets, doorknocked, and helped in any way—over 70 of you—thank you!
I would like to acknowledge: Robert Lowney, Bevan Green, Brad McGuire, Brendan Jackson,
Noolifar Shiekh, Lauren Kinder, Sarah Haynes, Don He, Phil Kemp, Michael Schaper,
Willam Bower, Trevor Todd, Dave Cake, Harry Saunders and the assistance of the member for
Bateman and her Bateman campaign, the member for Victoria Park and her campaign and the
member for Cannington and his campaign for their assistance in the pre-poll.
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My apologies to anyone I missed out. Two notable contributions are from Michael Voros, for
paving the way in 2017 as the Labor candidate who got a 12 per cent swing, which was a massive
effort, and Phil O’Donaghue, for being my doorknock mentor. Many of you will know what
assistance he can give!
To Mum and Dad, Jacquie Jamie and Michael, and my extended family, the Bakers, the
Prodonovichs and the Annears, your support has meant the world to me, and you all worked so
hard on the campaign trail. Often it felt like I was talking more about dentistry than about the
campaign as I knocked on the doors of people who remembered my grandfather and grandmother
from years before.
Rachel, Macy and Alex—are they in or are they out of the gallery? Rachel, are you listening?
Thank you! Thank you for your support, even through your doubts. I love you. None of this would
have happened without you.
For much of the campaign I was full-time carer for Macy and Alex. I took them to many meetings,
much to people’s surprise, and I would like to thank them for their patience but also apologise
to the following establishments for the inconvenience and minor damages that may have been
suffered: Blue Jamaica Cafe in Waterford Plaza—a fine place; Halo Cafe in Angelo Street,
South Perth; Hangout on Preston cafe in Preston Street, Como; the ice creams at WA Labor HQ,
much diminished; Atomic cafe, Mends Street, South Perth; the office of the headmaster of
Wesley College; Raktacino cafe in Manning; Manning Road markets, Karawara; the giraffe
enclosure at Perth Zoo; Little Banksia Cafe, Kensington; the Lego collection in the office of
the member for Perth; Secret Garden Cafe on Angelo Street; and the piano in the Royal Perth
Golf Club clubrooms.
And to the people of South Perth, you have done something you have never done before. I hope
to never let you down. Thank you.
[Applause.]
__________
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